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ISOGEN® is the industry-standard software for the automatic production of piping isometric 
drawings. It is integral to most of the major plant design systems on the market, including 
PDS® and SmartPlant® 3D, and is used in the vast majority of process plant projects involving 
the design of pipework.

A significant factor in ISOGEN’s success is its broad range  
of configuration options. Virtually everything about the piping isometric drawing – from the 
style of dimensioning and format of weld and part numbers to the location and layout of 
the material take-off – can be configured by the user. This allows users to produce isometric 
drawings to their own specifications.

I-Configure™ has been specifically designed to simplify the customization of piping isometrics 
produced by ISOGEN. It allows ISOGEN’s substantial array of control switches and files to 
be easily managed. Easy to learn and simple to use, I-Configure makes ISOGEN features 
available to more users and allows them to configure I-Sketch™, I-Tools™, and SPOOLGEN®.

A UNIFIED INTERFACE
I-Configure brings all of ISOGEN’s controls together into a single application. In its interface, 
these are represented as a series of control objects which have properties. For example, 
the control objects have an OutputFormat property which controls the CAD format of the 
drawing. Where appropriate, the allowable options are presented to the user to 
minimize error.

CONVENIENT STYLE WIZARDS
Users can choose from hundreds of properties to set, some of which must be set in 
combination with other properties. To assist the user, I-Configure features a number of 
wizards which guide the user step-by-step through setting particular sets of 
related properties.

The drawing wizard helps the user configure the drawing template. This is usually a 
company-standard backing sheet on which ISOGEN plots the drawing and related data such 
as the material take-off, welding report, and project-related data. The drawing wizard has a 
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KEY FEATURES

n Unified interface to all ISOGEN settings

n Context-sensitive help for  
 each property

n Wizards for rapid setting of   
 basic properties
n Preview mode for checking of drawing 

outputs and reports
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graphical interface, overlaying the location of key items onto the backing sheet.

The dimensioning wizard helps the user set up the dimensioning styles used by ISOGEN. 
Other wizards assist with the setup of welding controls such as weld numbering styles and 
numbering sequences, and in the creation of report files. 

PREVIEW MODE
Quickly preview the results that the settings configured using a built-in test file. You can run 
ISOGEN to check the output without ever leaving the I-Configure environment.

LEGACY SYSTEM SUPPORT
You can import style settings from earlier versions of I-Sketch and SPOOLGEN, and even from 
IDF files. This helps you take advantage of your data investment.


